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1.  EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A mobile text detection and recognition application processes an image (or a video) taken by 

a mobile phone. It finds all areas in the image that would be considered as text by a human, 

marks boundaries of the areas (usually by rectangular bounding boxes) and outputs a 

sequence of (Unicode) characters associated with its content. This digital text format can be 

then further processed by any application on the mobile phone. 
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2.  TEXT LENS APPLICATION FOR IMMIGRANTS 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Text Lens is a mobile application for Android devices which uses mobile phone camera to 

capture images and then detects and recognizes text using the scene text recognition method 

TextSpotter (see Section 3).  

 

Immigrants encounter text which they do not understand in their daily life (see Figure 1). 

When facing such situation, the Text Lens application helps them by providing instant 

translation of the problematic text. 

 

Unlike traditional OCR mobile applications (e.g. ABBYY Mobile OCR, Google Docs OCR 

App), which typically require text to be written on solid background and the camera pointing 

directly at the text, Text Lens is able to “read” text captured by a standard mobile phone 

camera, it can deal with situations when the text only occupies small part of the image (thanks 

to automatic text localization phase, TextLens is able to recognize text even in distance, e.g. a 

name of a shop), when the text is prospectively distorted or slanted (a user is not required to 

always take a “nice” picture with fronto-parallel view on the text) and it supports complex 

backgrounds and large variety of fonts (user can for example translate a sign written on a 

brick wall). 

 

Text Lens runs fully on the mobile device without any need for an Internet connection (the 

only time Internet connection is required is when offline dictionary is not sufficient and the 

user requires complex translation by an online service – see below). 

 

The user also has the ability to manually correct the recognized text (we call this step “text 

annotation”) and post the annotated text to other MASELTOV applications. 

 

 

Figure 1: Immigrants encounter text which they do not understand in their daily life 
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2.2 USER INTERFACE 

  

Figure 2: Text Lens mobile application. User takes a photo by simply taping the display or clicking the 

Capture button (far right). It is also possible to display previously taken photos (History button) or to take 

a new photo in case the current one is not a good one (New Photo button). User can also enable flash by 

clicking the Flash button. 

 

A user launches Text Lens in MASELTOV app on  his/her mobile phone, points the mobile 

phone camera on the text which he/she  does not understand and takes a picture of the text. 

The text is automatically detected and localized using the text recognition method running 

directly on the device (see Section 3).  

 

The user then can translate the detected text using a built-in dictionary (see Figure 3), get a 

translation of the whole text by an online translation service (Microsoft Bing Translate) or use 

the detected text with other MASELTOV Apps (e.g. post the text to the MASELTOV Forum 

requesting help). Additionally, Text Lens automatically sends all detected text to the 

Recommendation Engine (see Section 2.3), so that user can be automatically offered related 

content based on a set of predefined rules in the Recommendation Engine (e.g. a user takes a 

picture of an entrance sign or a form at a doctor and he is automatically offered information 

about health care system in the country). If the text is recognized incorrectly, the user has the 

ability to correctly annotate the text before it is further processed. 
 

   

Figure 3: Text detection and translation by Text Lens 

The user interface is available in English, Spanish, Turkish and Arabic. Text Lens can 

detect English, German and Spanish texts and the translation is available to all languages 

supported by the UI, i.e. English, Spanish, Turkish and Arabic. 
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For more details about the functionalities of Text Lens user interface please refer to D9.2.3 

(„Iterative Evaluation of User Interfaces”). 
 

   
 

   
 

 

Figure 4: English text recognition, its translation to Spanish and the History of translated texts  
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Figure 5: German text recognition, its translation to Turkish and the History of translated texts 

 

Figure 6: Text Lens in Arabic 

2.3 TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 

TextLens is a stand-alone Android application, which consists of the following components 

(see Figure 7): 

 Main UI – User Interface implemented in Java based on mock-up designs which were 

verified by CURE, the UI follows the MASELTOV App look and feel. 

 Offline dictionary – contains dictionaries for all supported language combinations 

(translation from English, German and Spanish to English, Spanish, Turkish and 

Arabic), QuickDic Offline Dictionary (open-source) is used. 

 Machine Translation Library – provides a unified API for text translation using an 

online service; it supports Bing Translator and Google Translate API, in current 

version Bing is used. 

 TextSpotterJava – Java wrapper around the TextSpotter algorithm (see Section 3), 

which itself is implemented in C++. 
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Figure 7: Text Lens component diagram 

Text Lens sends the following Android events to other components on the mobile device (see 

Figure 8): 

 Text Detection (ʺdetectedTextʺ, <user corrected text in the image>) – notifies 

the Recommendation Engine that certain text was detected. 

 Text Lens Usage (ʺdurationʺ, <duration>) – issued when user stops using 

TextLens so that user activity with TextLens can be monitored. 

 “Share” User Action – a standard Android action which allows sharing text with all 

registered applications on the device; MASELTOV Forum is registered for this action, 

as well as other standard applications (E-mail, SMS, …). 

 

 

Figure 8: Text Lens data flow diagram 
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Additionally, if requested by the user the Text Lens application sends on-line “Translate 

Text” requests for online text translation. In current implementation, Microsoft Bing API 

(http://www.bing.com/dev/en-us/dev-center) is used for this purpose, however Google 

Translate API (https://developers.google.com/translate/) works in a very similar manner. 

 

The “Translate Text” request is a standard HTTP request (where the text to be translated is 

submitted in the query parameters) and the results are obtained in a simple JSON string 

format. This minimizes data transfer overhead and the amount of data that has to be 

transferred over the mobile network. The use of JSON as a data exchange format is 

determined by the API publisher.  

 

A sample communication to translate the text “General Practitioner” from English to Spanish 

is listed below: 

 

Request 
GET /V2/Ajax.svc/Translate?&from=en&to=de&text=general+practitioner%21 

HTTP/1.1 

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=UTF-8 

Accept-Charset: UTF-8 

Authorization:  

User-Agent: Java/1.7.0_55 

Host: api.microsofttranslator.com 

Accept: text/html, image/gif, image/jpeg, *; q=.2, */*; q=.2 

Connection: keep-alive 

 

Response 
HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Cache-Control: no-cache 

Pragma: no-cache 

Content-Length: 23 

Content-Type: application/x-javascript; charset=utf-8 

Expires: -1 

X-MS-Trans-Info: s=85005 

Date: Fri, 13 Jun 2014 14:13:45 GMT 

 

"médico general"  

http://www.bing.com/dev/en-us/dev-center
https://developers.google.com/translate/
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3.  TEXTSPOTTER ALGORITHM 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Scene text localization and recognition (also known as text localization and recognition in 

real-world images, nature scene OCR or text-in-the-wild problem) is an open computer vision 

problem, unlike printed document recognition (OCR) where state-of-the-art systems are able 

to recognize correctly more than 99% of characters (see Figure 9). Factors contributing to the 

complexity of the problem include: non-uniform background, noise, blur, reflections, the need 

for compensation of perspective effects (for documents, rotation or rotation and scaling is 

sufficient). Moreover real-world texts are often short snippets written in different fonts and 

languages, text alignment does not follow strict rules of printed documents and many words 

are proper names which prevents an effective use of a dictionary.  

 

 

Figure 9: Comparison of printed document OCR (left) and scene text recognition (right). 

 

3.2 OUR WORK 

As part of the deliverable D4.3.1, we proposed an end-to-end real-time scene text localization 

and recognition method TextSpotter [1, 2, 3], which achieves state-of-the-art results on 

standard datasets (we consider a text recognition method real-time if the processing time is 

comparable with the time it would take a human to read the text). 

 

In the second year (deliverable D4.3.2) the method was further improved to achieve higher 

recognition accuracy and faster processing times.  

 

In [4] (see Appendix 1) we proposed a novel approach for character detection and recognition 

which combines the advantages of sliding-window and connected component methods. 

Characters are detected and recognized as image regions which contain strokes of specific 

orientations in a specific relative position, where the strokes are efficiently detected by 

convolving the image gradient field with a set of oriented bar filters. The representation is 

robust to shift at the stroke level, which makes it less sensitive to intra-class variations and the 

noise induced by normalizing character size and positioning. 
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Figure 10: A stroke of direction is detected as two opposing ridges in the gradient (approximately) 

perpendicular to the stroke direction. 

As a first contribution, we introduced a novel approach for character detection which 

combines the advantages of sliding-window and connected component methods. In the 

proposed method, the detected strokes induce the set of rectangles to be classified, which 

reduces the number of rectangles by three orders of magnitude when compared to the standard 

sliding-window methods. From the complexity perspective this makes the proposed method 

competitive with the methods based on connected components, but at the same time the 

robustness against noise and blur is maintained and the assumption that a character is a 

connected component is dropped, which allows for detection of joint or disconnected 

characters. 

 

As a second contribution, a novel character representation efficiently calculated from the 

values obtained in the stroke detection phase was introduced. The representation is robust to 

shift at the stroke level, which makes it less sensitive to intra-class variations and the noise 

induced by normalizing character's size and positioning. The effectiveness of the 

representation is demonstrated by the results achieved in classification of real-world 

characters using a linear (approximative) nearest-neighbor classifier trained on synthetic data 

in a plain form (i.e. without any blurring or distortions). Additionally, the representation 

allows for efficient detection of rotated characters, as only a permutation of the feature vector 

is required (see Figure 11). 
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Figure 11: Character detection and recognition of connected and rotated characters. The character 

representation allows efficient detection of rotated characters, as only a permutation of the feature vector 

is required 

In [5] (see Appendix 2) we demonstrated that keeping multiple segmentations of each 

character until the very last stage of the processing when the context of each character in a 

text line is known is beneficial for overall accuracy and we proposed an efficient algorithm 

for selection of character segmentations minimizing a global criterion. Additionally, we 

showed that, despite using theoretically scale-invariant methods, operating on a coarse 

Gaussian scale space pyramid yields improved results as many typographical artefacts (e.g. 

joint letters, characters consisting of small regions) are eliminated (see Figure 12). 

 

Figure 12: Processing with a Gaussian pyramid. Characters formed of multiple small regions (a,b) merge 

together and a single region corresponds to a single character (c). A single region which corresponds to 

characters ``ME'' (d) for which there does not exist any threshold in the original image (e) is broken into 

two and serifs are eliminated (f) 
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4.  SUMMARY  

A scene text detection and recognition method was proposed and successfully implemented as 

Text Lens mobile application for Android devices. 

 

Thanks to such functionality, a user is able to quickly translate unknown text (such as signs, 

shop names, forms, menus in restaurants, etc.), which helps him/her with orientation in 

unknown environments. 

 

The future work includes improvements of the speed and accuracy of the text recognition 

algorithm (see Section 3) and integration with other MASELTOV modules (e.g. integration 

with user profile to retrieve language preferences). 
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APPENDIX 1:  SCENE TEXT LOCALIZATION AND RECOGNITION WITH ORIENTED STROKE 

DETECTION 

Published as “L. Neumann and J. Matas. Scene Text Localization and Recognition with 

Oriented Stroke Detection, ICCV 2013, Sydney, Australia” 
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APPENDIX 2:  ON COMBINING MULTIPLE SEGMENTATIONS IN SCENE TEXT RECOGNITION  

Published as “L. Neumann and J. Matas. On Combining Multiple Segmentations in Scene 

Text Recognition, ICDAR 2013, Washington D.C., USA” 

 

 

 


